
IFI multi-sector asset allocation overview

• Macro factor summary: We believe the peak in global growth is behind us but the risk
of a near-term recession is low. Inflation is ticking up globally but remains benign. The
US Federal Reserve (Fed) is seeking to normalize policy but has adopted a more flexible
approach and other major central banks remain accommodative. The Fed pause and a
softer US dollar have eased global financial conditions.

• Asset allocation summary:  Our global macro factor outlook points to slowing global
growth, stable global inflation and slightly looser financial conditions over our three-
month investment horizon. We favor long positions in global duration and credit and are
neutral the US dollar.

• Risk position: Our risk stance is slightly positive. We believe the current hiatus in Fed
interest rate hikes, signs of continued global growth and low inflation are likely to be
positive for risk assets over a 3-month investment horizon.
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IFI macro factor outlook

Global growth: Stable with slowing bias
We believe global growth expectations have stabilized after a surge in recession fears. US 
macro indicators point to high-2% growth in the first half of 2019 but greater uncertainty 
in the second half. We expect a modest slowdown as the impact of fiscal stimulus fades and 
the Fed continues policy normalization. In Europe, economic data have disappointed and 
political uncertainty remains high. We expect 2019 eurozone growth to reach around 1.4%. 
In China, we expect growth to stabilize in the first quarter as the central bank (PBoC) adopts 
measures to combat softer credit growth. We expect low 6% growth in 2019 and expect the 
PBoC to adjust policy if conditions worsen. 

Global inflation: Stable
Despite rising wages, we expect core US inflation to end the year at around 2.3%, excluding 
the potential impact of tariffs, which may make inflation more difficult to predict this year. In 
Europe, core inflation is likely to rise to around 1.3% while headline inflation should decline 
to around 1.4% on the back of lower oil prices. In China, we expect 2019 inflation to remain 
near the mid-to-low 2% level. Lower oil prices and stabilization of food supplies could limit 
price rises to the lower end of the forecast range. 

Global policy and financial conditions: Neutral
We believe the Fed is on the sidelines for the near-term. Our longer-term growth and 
inflation outlook is consistent with two rate hikes in 2019, although the market is currently 
pricing almost no hikes. In Europe, markets appear to be ruling out a potential rate hike at 
the end of 2019, as growth continues to disappoint, and we expect the European Central 
Bank (ECB) to remain accommodative. In China, we expect easy overall policy to help 
support credit growth. 

IFI 2019 macro outlook

Growth (%) Inflation (%) Policy
IFI Forecast Consensus IFI Forecast Consensus Next move Consensus

US 2.30 2.60 2.30 2.20 Q4 2019 No change
Europe 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 Q3 2019 Q1 2020
China Low 6 6.20 2.0-2.5 2.20 RRR* cuts 

in late Q1 
2019 – early 
Q2 2019

NA

Japan 1.00 0.90 1.10 1.10 No change No change 

Source: Invesco Fixed Income, Bloomberg L.P., Feb. 21, 2019. IFI forecasts are a 6-month trend forecast. RRR is 
reserve requirement ratio.
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IFI broad asset allocation (3-month outlook)

Macro factor direction

Growth:
Stable but 
slowing

Inflation:
Stable

Policy:
Neutral

Asset 
allocation
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Global 
duration Negative Neutral Positive Long

US dollar Negative Neutral Positive Neutral

Global 
credit Positive Neutral Negative Long

Global duration: Long 
Selected global government markets are at fair valuation levels, in our view. We believe long 
positions in these markets should offer attractive returns if financial conditions tighten, and 
help to offset credit losses in that scenario.

US dollar: Neutral 
Although global growth convergence suggests a US dollar short, we prefer staying on the 
sidelines until we see further evidence of growth stability in Europe and China.

Global credit: Long 
We believe the market view of global growth is too pessimistic and the probability of 
recession is low. Credit markets may provide attractive returns as long as central banks 
remain on hold.
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IFI risk position

Our risk stance is slightly positive over a three-month investment horizon. The 
combination of a shift to a neutral stance by the Fed and Chinese policy easing is bullish 
for markets, in our view. These policy actions should contribute to lower global recession 
risk and tighter risk premiums. Low levels of global inflation will likely allow policy 
makers to downshift toward easier stances if necessary. There are significant risks to this 
optimistic view, including increasing trade tensions and Brexit. However, our base case 
includes progress on trade US-China trade talks and avoidance of a “hard” Brexit.

|        
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IFI multi-sector asset allocation (3-month outlook)

Long-term government interest rates 

US • The US Treasury-equity market correlation has returned to historical levels, which is bullish
for Treasuries, in our view. Supply technicals will likely remain challenging, however, with
elevated US debt levels stoking increased supply.Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Europe • Euro-area economic data point to another weak quarter in Q4 2018, with much of the
unexpected deterioration coming from trade and business confidence. We expect economic
sentiment to reverse somewhat going forward due to the unwinding of adverse temporary
factors such as French protests and German auto sector weakness. With markets not pricing
the first rate hike until well into 2020, the bar for more dovish repricing is high, in our view.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Japan • We expect 10-year Japanese government bond (JGB) yields to trade between 0.05%-
0.25% in 2019. The Bank of Japan is unlikely to push JGB yields lower, and any JGB selloff
would likely be capped by increased demand from Japanese investors repatriating funds, as
domestic bonds look more attractive relative to global alternatives.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

China • We are cautious on longer-term interest rates in the medium term due to potential fiscal
stimulus, more credit easing measures and investors’ already long position in Chinese rates.
US Treasury performance and sentiment toward Chinese equities could be swing factors in
the near term, given the market’s lack of conviction.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Emerging 
markets (EM) •

We expect inflation in emerging markets to moderate due to weaker commodity prices and 
recent strengthening EM currencies. We believe valuations in rates markets are favorable 
as inflation risk premiums appear priced in. The paring back of positions in EM local rates in 
the second half of 2018 has improved technicals somewhat, though it appears that heavily-
owned positions remain in key markets.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Currencies

USD • We are tactically short the US dollar against the yen, sterling, the euro and the Swedish
krona as global growth concerns have become too pessimistic, in our view. We are limiting
our risk positioning until economic data further validate our global growth convergence
view, but think it makes sense to start legging into trades.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

EUR • Euro valuations are attractive on a longer-term basis, in our view, but political uncertainty
around Italy and Brexit has limited a meaningful rally. We hold a long euro position versus
the US dollar as we remain negative on the US dollar and expect the euro to outperform over
a three-month horizon.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •
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JPY • We expect the yen to trade between 108-115 versus the US dollar in 2019, trapped between
the competing forces of historically cheap long-term valuations and the likely widening of
interest rate differentials between Japan and the US and Europe.Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

RMB • Headlines about the US-China relationship will likely drive renminbi performance in the
near term. Chinese capital controls on outflows remain tight which should allow the PBoC
to pursue independent monetary policy. We continue to see 6.8-6.9 as the likely near-
term trading range for the renminbi, depending on the US dollar’s strength against major
currencies. We would expect official intervention if the renminbi moves towards 7.0.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Emerging 
markets (EM) •

We believe EM currencies are currently still cheap versus the US dollar, although they appear 
less favorably valued on a trade-weighted basis. That said, recent gains in EM currencies 
versus the US dollar are likely to consolidate on a prospectively stronger US dollar, given 
that US growth is still outpacing the rest of the world and ongoing US/China trade tensions. 
Although we would anticipate more bouts of volatility as a result, we believe EM’s stable 
fundamental backdrop argues for more of a carry environment ahead.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Credit

Investment grade (IG)

US • Credit fundamentals are solid, valuations are fair and technicals have improved, in our view.
However, we require greater clarity on the future new issue calendar and mergers and
acquisition activity to move to an overweight grade. We expect volatility during the earnings
season and US-China trade negotiations to remain a concern for many issuers.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Canada • Portfolio outflows have recently weighed on market technicals, providing the opportunity to
add high-quality corporate debt at attractive valuations in the primary market. Relative value
in US issuers (so-called “Maples”) is also emerging.Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Europe • We prefer the European over the US investment grade market, due to better fundamentals
and valuations. The technical picture has weakened now that the ECB has ended its
quantitative easing program. However, many of these effects have already been felt and
continued re-investment by the ECB, as bonds roll off, should provide support.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

UK • We believe selected opportunities exist within UK credit, although this is set against a
backdrop of Brexit-related uncertainty. We believe expectations of “no deal” have become
overdone. As a result, we view the current Brexit risk premium reflected in a number of UK
credit sectors as fair to attractive, especially among the less consumer-sensitive sectors,
such as UK banks. That said, we recognize the binary nature of the Brexit outcome and are
exercising caution until the situation becomes clearer.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •
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Asia • Asian investment grade bonds continue to provide good relative value compared to US
investment grade bonds, in our view. The Chinese authorities will likely keep policies loose in
anticipation of possible escalation of trade tensions. We expect these policies to work in favor
of Chinese investment grade issuers. Other Asian investment grade bonds should move in
line with Chinese investment grade bonds.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

High yield (HY)

US • While there is some concern in the marketplace that corporate earnings have reached a
near-term peak, overall fundamentals are sufficiently robust for companies to generate
free cash flow and reduce leverage, in our view. Moreover, as the Fed and the ECB have
elongated the business cycle, they have allowed many companies to reduce leverage.
Reduced leverage generally means lower default risk, which may lead to tighter credit
spreads.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Europe • EU fundamentals are neutral but stabilizing, potentially presenting relative value
opportunities versus the US high yield market. However, we continue to monitor
fundamentals for signs of having topped. Leverage has increased modestly, and we are
watching revenue increases for signs of leveling off. We continue to see decreased supply
in the high yield market, as much of the new issuance this year has gone toward the bank
loan market. We believe the positive macro backdrop, solid fundamentals and reduced new
issuance is supportive of the high yield credit market, but they have the potential to be offset
by further increases in interest rates and increased geopolitical concerns.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Asia • The Chinese authorities have continued to implement measures to support private sector
lending. Many of these policies are expected to be implemented in the first quarter of 2019
and are likely to support the outperformance of Chinese high yield bonds.Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Emerging markets (EM)

Sovereign • EM macro conditions continue to soften as domestic demand remains weak, leading
EM central banks to adopt a more dovish stance. Recent spread compression leaves the
EM market in a fair value range, in our view, although toward the cheaper side relative
to underlying credit risk. Supply fears have been slow to materialize, while inflows have
resumed and redemptions are steady, providing a potentially more supportive technical
backdrop.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Corporate • Corporate fundaments are broadly stable with defaults expected to remain below historical
averages in the near-to-medium term. Corporate spreads have rallied, with valuations
holding up for high yield but less so for investment grade issuers. Front-loaded cash flows
have been offset by heavy expected issuance out of Asia.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •
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Municipals

IG • Volatility experienced in the fourth quarter of 2018 has subsided as US Treasury rates have
stabilized and many retail investors have returned to the market. Fundamentals continue to
remain strong.  However, in our view, municipal valuations are currently rich under 10-year
maturities and fairly valued at the longer end of the yield curve.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

HY • We expect strong investor demand across the yield curve for below investment grade
municipals given the light supply of higher yielding paper. Amid a supportive supply picture
and higher available carry, we believe high yield municipals are well-positioned to perform in
the near term.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Structured

Agency MBS1 • We are modestly underweight Agency MBS due to negative technicals, as we expect Fed
run-off and organic supply to present headwinds. Despite spread widening in 2018,
Agency MBS appear fairly valued currently, relative to long-term historical spreads.  Money
managers will likely require wider spreads to increase overweight positions and commercial
bank and overseas demand is unlikely to substantially exceed 2018 levels.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Non-QM 
Senior MBS1 •

Despite softening housing data, low existing home inventory and a strong labor market 
should support continued home price appreciation and strong borrower performance. Non-
qualified mortgage senior MBS spreads are compelling relative to Agency MBS, in our view, 
leading us to favor this subsector of the market. New issue supply may present technical 
headwinds despite attractive spreads.  

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Non-Agency
MBS GSE CRT 
(BBB)1

•

Valuations have improved relative to corporate bonds, given the strong outperformance of 
corporates since year-end. Technicals are somewhat weaker now, however, given reduced 
investor demand for floating rate securities since the market has adopted the belief that the 
Fed is nearly finished increasing interest rates.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Non-Agency
GSE CRT 
(Below IG)1

•

Below IG GSE CRT has underperformed below IG corporate bonds by a significant amount 
since year-end, leading us to our improved view of relative value for this asset class. Our 
positive fundamental view on the residential credit sector (housing fundamentals remain 
solid despite recent slowing), combined with an attractive entry point has led to increase our 
rating for this sub-sector.Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •
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ABS1
• Fundamentals remain supportive in most consumer and commercial ABS sectors on

continued rational underwriting, current stable collateral performance trends and
our positive near-term economic outlook. With the flat to slightly inverted yield curve,
benchmark ABS will likely remain in high demand.  Technicals have improved since
December amid manageable supply levels, solid demand and attractive new issue
concessions relative to secondary spread levels.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

CMBS1
• Property price appreciation continues but the pace is slowing. We expect greater variation

among sectors going forward and retail property headwinds remain, especially e-commerce.
On the bright side, lending conditions remain accommodative across property markets,
despite slightly tighter credit standards.  Additionally, we expect modest new issuance
volumes to be absorbed by investors.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Bank loans

US • While economic growth is expected to taper in 2019, supportive fundamentals remain in
place for US loans, in our view. Market technicals started the year weak following the “risk-
off” sentiment at the end of 2018 but this has led to favorable valuations (and some initial
price appreciation) for mid- and high-quality loans. We expect the riskier portion of the loan
market to experience continued weakness due to late cycle concerns.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

Europe • The underlying dynamics of the European loan market have been generally balanced as a
modest primary pipeline has been met with subdued demand due to limited collateralized
loan obligation arbitrage, a dynamic we expect to persist through the first quarter. In terms
of fundamentals, borrowers are showing a deceleration in growth rates, however, near-term
financing needs are limited and we expect them to generate sufficient cash to support their
capital structures.

Fundamentals •

Valuations •

Technicals •

1  MBS is mortgage-backed securities. Non-QM Senior MBS is Non-Qualified Mortage Senior MBS. GSE is 
government-sponsored enterprises. CRT is Credit Risk Transfer securities. Below IG is below-investment grade. 
ABS is asset-backed securities. CMBS is commercial mortgage-backed securities. RMBS is residential mortgage-
backed securities.



Investment risks
The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate fluctuations) 
and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
 Fixed-income investments are subject to credit risk of the issuer and the effects of changing interest rates. 
Interest rate risk refers to the risk that bond prices generally fall as interest rates rise and vice versa. An issuer may 
be unable to meet interest and/or principal payments, thereby causing its instruments to decrease in value and 
lowering the issuer’s credit rating. The values of junk bonds fluctuate more than those of high quality bonds and 
can decline significantly over short time periods. 
 The risks of investing in securities of foreign issuers, including emerging market issuers, can include fluctuations 
in foreign currencies, political and economic instability, and foreign taxation issues. 
 The performance of an investment concentrated in issuers of a certain region or country is expected to be closely 
tied to conditions within that region and to be more volatile than more geographically diversified investments. 
 Mortgage- and asset-backed securities, which are subject to call (prepayment) risk, reinvestment risk and 
extension risk. These securities are also susceptible to an unexpectedly high rate of defaults on the mortgages held 
by a mortgage pool, which may adversely affect their value. The risk of such defaults depends on the quality of the 
mortgages underlying such security, the credit quality of its issuer or guarantor, and the nature and structure of its 
credit support. 
 Asset-backed securities are subject to prepayment or call risk, which is the risk that the borrower’s payments 
may be received earlier or later than expected. 
 Commodities may subject an investor to greater volatility than traditional securities such as stocks and bonds 
and can fluctuate significantly based on weather, political, tax, and other regulatory and market developments.
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Important Information

All data as of Jan. 31, 2019 unless otherwise stated. All data is USD, unless otherwise stated.

This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for 
informational purposes only. This document is not an offering of a financial product and is not 
intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction where its 
distribution is not authorized or is unlawful.. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part 
of this document to any person without the consent of Invesco is prohibited. 

This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future events. Forward-
looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does not 
assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from those 
assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements, including any projected 
returns, will materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be 
materially different or worse than those presented. 

The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs.  Before acting on the information the 
investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their investment objectives, financial 
situation and needs.

You should note that this information:

• may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
• may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of
your country of residence;
• may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments;
and
• does not address local tax issues.

All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy 
cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial material carefully before 
investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are subject to change 
without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals. 

The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law.Th 
Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are required to inform themselves 
about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation by 
anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is 
unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. 


